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Designed for training and meeting rooms, as well as for breakout areas 
or even as a workstation visitor chair, the Kool chair designed by Josep 
Lluscà, provides dynamism, versatility, youth and joy to modern offices 
and facilities. 

To enrich the adaptability and personality of this range, an extensive 
variety of chair styles and component options has been created. Kool 
offers fixed chairs with four-legged structure with or without  wheels, 
swivel chairs and beam seating. 

Its backrest, optional arms, structure and base are available in white or 
black in combination with the polypropylene seat pad available in various 
colours or upholstered in any of the standard range of Workspace fabrics. 
It is also available with a writing tablet and chair linking bracket.

Kool SPECIFICATIONS
Range: 
Stackable meeting chair
Beam with up to 5 seats

Features:
Stackable 5 high with or without tablet/arm rests
Polypropylene backrest and seat frame
Polypropylene seat pad (option to upholster)
Perforated backrest for ventilation
Built-in handle in backrest for easy handling

Options
Avaliable with or without arm rests
Castors, Tablet Arm, Book-Rack and Chair-links are available as indent
Beam avaliable with up-to 5 seats and/or optional side table
Beam seating avaliable with no arms, arms to outer seats or arms to all seats

Colour Options:
Backrest and Seat frame: Black or White
Steel Legs: Black or White
Polypropylene Seat Pad: Black, White, Blue, Green, Orange (Sand and 
Mocha avaliable as indent only)

Frame Finishes:
Meeting Chair legs are steel as standard
Beam legs are polished aluminium with the option to powder coat
Polypropylene arm rests

Upholstery:
Seat pad avaliable to be upholstered in variety of fabrics, leathers or vinyls

Sustainability: 
Plastic and Steel parts are partly made from recycled materials and are 
further recyclable

Warranty: 
10 Years
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Dimensions:

Meeting chair with and without arms

Beam with 2 seats

Beam with 2 seats and side table

Beam with 3 seats

Beam with 4 seats

Beam with 5 seats


